
Connector:  Superheroes Year: 3 Term: Autumn 1
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Key: L=Level, S= Skill                = Learning Connection  t = taught a = applied

 

Art Software
(Costume Design)

Insulators

Elements of R.E, P.E, maths and MFL will be discrete. 

LEARNINGTEACHING

Adventure story
Do: Write an adventure story including your super hero
Know: The features and language of an adventure story
Understand: How to include a problem for the super hero to solve

Adventure Stories

Super heroes

En/ECL

word problems
Do: solve 1 and 2 stepped problems
Know: how the language will give clues for the correct operation to use
Understand: how to check answers using inverse operation

1A Counting, Partitioning and 
calculating

super heroes

Ma/M

Investigation
Do: carry out an investigation into stamina and pulse rates
Know: how to carry out a fair test
Understand: how to draw conclusions about health from findings

Healthy Bodies healthy bodies
super heroes

Sc/S/T

annotated map
Do: produce a large scale class map of the world and label it
Know: key facts and landmarks from around the world
Understand: how atlases and websites can support our geography understanding 

Around the Wolrld 
(Atlas/Map Work -fact cinders)

world maps
super heroes

Geog

electonic costume 
design

Do: use art software to design the shape and logo for super costume
Know: how to use the programm to manipulate the colour, size and image 
Understand:  How ICT can support our visual work

Researching and using the internet 
Word Skills super hero costume

Computing

code of conduct
Do: negotiate together a class code of conduct
Know: the difference between right and wrong
Understand:  how to become a super hero of the classroom

New beginnings -SEAL
Issues that effect them in society 1A super heroes

PHSE and 
CI

gymnastic routine
Do: plan and rehearse a gymnastic routine in pairs
Know: a range of balances and movements 
Understand: How to co-ordinate moves as a pair

Gymnatics

super heroes
PE/PDHW

PSHE/

perfect super hero 
display

Do: discuss the qualities needed to be a super hero
Know: how super heroes can help others
Understand: the difference between heroes in our real lifes and super heroes

Can you talk about the qualities needed to be a superhero?
super heroes
real heroes

Challenge

Discrete
Subjects

Skills 
Taught 
and 
Applied

1 Speak effectively for different audiences.
3 Understand others through talk
10 Develop a range of mental calculation strategies and apply in different contexts. 
15 Use a range of information sources 

Superheros
Year 3  

Autumn 1

role play
Do: use a range of drama conventions to explore Jesus as a leader
Know: a arnge of stories from the Bible 
Understand: how Jesus can inspire us in our every day lifes

Why Jesus is an inspirational leader for some people. Jesus
RE

super hero composition 
Do: use instruments to design a super hero themed song 
Know: that instruments create different effects
Understand: that music can be created for different purposes

Composition using instruments
(Superhero theme) super heroes

Mu/A

D&T/S/T

PE/PDHW

logo 
Do: design and paint personalised logo
Know: the features of a range of logos
Understand: how design and colour can have an instant impact

Costume Logo Design super heroes
Art

22 Contribute to small group and whole class discussions. 
30 Reflect and critically evaluate their own work.
37 Solve problems faced in learning and life. 
44 Manage own and others feelings appropriately.

22 L3  T

15 L 2  T

30 L3   T

44 L3   T

1 L3  A

3 L 3  T

3 L3  A

10 L3  A

15 L 3  A

22 L 3  A

30 L3  A

1 L  3 T

44 L 3  A

1B Securing number facts, understanding shapes 1C Handling 
Data and 
Measures

Instructions
(costumes)

Rugby

Fashion Show 
- costumes

Parent invite to 
sharing

10 L3  T37 L 3  T

37 L3   A

Interview 
Superhero

Oversized 
Class Book

Incredibles 
Film

costume 
Do: design and make a super hero costume 
Know: the proerties of different materials and how they join together
Understand: how to evaluate the effectivness of a product

super hero costume super heroes

D&T


